ECSEL/IMI Workshop 8th December 2017
Meeting room 4 - Toison d’Or 56/60 - Brussels - Belgium

Agenda

9:30 – 10:00 Registration & coffee

10:00 Immediate collaboration opportunities
Objective
Facilitate synergies between existing projects with respect to sensors & related platforms, data security, standards etc...
Brief presentation on each project (brief overview & activities in field), key challenges, potential synergies)
The objective is to identify solutions to some of the common challenges.

10:00 – 11:15 Introduction
Brief presentations from existing projects
- RADAR-CNS
- SPRINTT
- PRO-active
- InForMED
- Astonish
- SCOTT
- EPoSS projects

11:15 – 11:30 Coffee break

11:30 – 13:00 Discussion on potential synergies

13:00 – 13:45 Lunch break

13:45 Future Collaboration Opportunities

13:45 – 16:00 Prepare a roadmap for future activities: especially remote sensing & facilitating remote clinical trials.
The overall objective is to apply technologies to daily use to facilitate better healthcare.
Brief presentations on:
- ECSEL Scientific Priorities 2018-2019
- ECSEL Process for Topic Definition
- IMI2 Process for Topic Definition
- Proposed IMI2 Digital Health Think Big topics.

16:00 Meeting closes